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RATIONAL CONNECTIVITY AND SECTIONS
OF FAMILIES OVER CURVES

BY TOM GRABER1, JOE HARRIS, BARRY MAZUR
AND JASON STARR2

ABSTRACT. – A “pseudosection” of the total spaceX of a family of varieties over a base varietyB
is a subvariety ofX whose general fiber overB is rationally connected. We prove a theorem which
converse, in some sense, of the main result of [T. Graber, J. Harris, J. Starr, Families of rationally co
varieties,J. Amer. Math. Soc. 16 (2003) 69–90]: a family of varieties overB has a “pseudosection” if it
restriction to each one-parameter subfamily has a “pseudosection” (which, due to [T. Graber, J.
J. Starr, Families of rationally connected varieties,J. Amer. Math. Soc. 16 (2003) 69–90], holds if an
only if each one-parameter subfamily has a section). This is used to give a negative answer to a
posed by Serre to Grothendieck: There exists a family ofO-acyclic varieties (a family of Enriques surface
parametrized byP1 with no section.

 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS

RÉSUMÉ. – Une “pseudo-section” d’une famille de variétésX sur une variété de baseB est une sous
famille, dansX, de variétés rationnellement connexes, rationnellement définies surB. Nous démontron
un théorème qui est une réciproque, en quelque sorte, du résultat principal de [T. Graber, J. Harris
Families of rationally connected varieties,J. Amer. Math. Soc. 16 (2003) 69–90] : une famille de variét
sur B possède une “pseudo-section” si sa restriction à chaque sous-famille à un paramètre pos
“pseudo-section” (ou ce qui revient au même, grâce à [T. Graber, J. Harris, J. Starr, Families of ra
connected varieties,J. Amer. Math. Soc. 16 (2003) 69–90], si et seulement si chaque sous-famille
paramètre possède une section). Ceci est utile pour donner une réponse négative à une question
Serre à Grothendieck : il existe une famille de variétésO-acycliques (une famille de surfaces d’Enriqu
paramétrée parP1 sans section.

 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

1.1. Statement of results

We will work over the field of complex numbers, although our results hold over
uncountable algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Avarietywill be a reduced schem
of finite type, but not necessarily irreducible. Recall that a property is said to hold at a g
point of a varietyV if it holds for all points in a dense open subset ofV . A property is said to
hold at a very general point ofV if it holds at all points in a countable intersection of dense o
subsets ofV .

1 T.G. was partially supported by an NSF postdoctoral fellowship.
2 J.S. was partially supported by NSF Grants DMS-0201423 and DMS-0353692.
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A variety V is said to berationally connectedif two general points ofV can be joined by
a rational curve. In [7], it is proved that a one-parameter family of rationally connected va
always has a rational section: explicitly, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.1. – Letπ :X → C be a proper morphism of complex varieties, withC a smooth
connected curve. If the general fiber ofπ is rationally connected, thenπ has a section.

The goal of this paper is to state and prove a converse to this statement (cf. Theor
below).

We should first of all discuss what we mean by this, in as much as the literal conve
Theorem 1.1 is clearly false. To this end, let us focus on the question: under what circums
does a familyπ :X → B of varieties have the property that its restriction to a general c
C ⊂ B has a section?

This is certainly the case if the familyπ :X → B has a global rational section. It is also t
case by Theorem 1.1 if the general fiber ofπ is rationally connected, and by extension it is
case ifX contains a subvarietyZ ⊂ X dominatingB and whose fiber over a general point
B is rationally connected. (We can think of the case where the familyπ :X → B has a globa
rational section as a special case of this, a single point being a rationally connected vari
this paper, we will prove that in fact these are the only circumstances under which it may
To make this claim precise, we start by making the following definition.

DEFINITION 1.2. – Let π :X → B be an arbitrary morphism of complex varieties.
a pseudosectionof π we will mean a subvarietyZ ⊂ X such that the restrictionπ|Z :Z → B
is dominant with rationally connected general fiber.

Our main result is the following.

THEOREM 1.3. – Let B be any irreducible variety. For every positive integerd there exists
a bounded familyHd of mapsh :C → B from smooth irreducible curves toB such that for any
proper morphismπ :X → B of relative dimensiond or less, ifh :C → B is a map parametrize
by a very general point ofHd, the pullback

πC :XC = X ×B C →C

has a section if and only ifπ has a pseudosection.
If B is normal and quasi-projective, we can takeHd to be the family of smooth on

dimensional linear sections ofB under a sufficiently positive projective embedding.

What we are saying here, in other words, is that if we have any family of varietiesπ :X → B
satisfying the condition that every one-parameter subfamily has a section, it does so by v
the fact thatX contains a family of rationally connected varieties.

As a corollary of this, we will at the end of the paper settle a question left hanging in
whether or not the statement of Theorem 1.1 holds for the larger class ofO-acyclicvarieties—
that is, varietiesX with Hi(X,OX) = 0 for all i > 0. In fact, it was suggested by Serre in a let
to Grothendieck [8, p. 152], that this might be the case (though Serre immediately adds th
“sans doute trop optimiste”). In Section 5, we show this does not hold: specifically, by app
Theorem 1.3 to the universal family over a parameter space of Enriques surfaces with a pa
polarization, we will deduce the following result.

COROLLARY 1.4. – There exists a one-parameter familyX → C of Enriques surfaces wit
no rational section.

While this method produces theexistenceof a family of Enriques surface over a complex cu
with no section, it does not provide an answer to the following natural questions.
4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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• What are the possible base curves for such families? (For example is there a pe
Enriques surfaces with no section?)

• Can such a family be defined over a number field?
• Are there local obstructions to the existence of sections?
A recent result of G. Lafon [14] clarifies the situation greatly. He constructs Enriques su

overQ(t) that do not have rational points overC((t)).
We remark, however, that the Enriques surfaces we produce have points everywhere

so the existence of local obstructions is not the only reason that Enriques surfaces over f
fields can fail to have rational points.

2. Stable maps and stable sections

Our proof of Theorem 1.3 involves an induction on the relative dimension off :X →B where
the base case (fiber dimension zero) is proved by a version of the Lefschetz hyperplane t
In the course of the proof we will need to use specializations of irreducible curves inB. There
are several possible compactifications of the Chow variety of irreducible curves inB, but the one
we will use is theKontsevich space of stable maps. The reader who is unfamiliar with stab
maps is referred to the article [4]. A stable map toX is a morphismh :C → X for which
C is a connected, projective curve which has at-worst-nodes as singularities and such
morphismh has a finite automorphism group.

There is an equivalence relation on stable maps which is the obvious one, and the Kon
moduli space of stable maps is the corresponding coarse moduli space of equivalence cl
stable maps.

If X is a quasi-projective variety, we letMg(X,β) denote the Kontsevich space of sta
mapsh :C → X such thatC has arithmetic genusg and such that the push-forward fundamen
classh∗[C] equalsβ ∈ H2(X,Z). This is a quasi-projective coarse moduli scheme whic
projective if X is projective (cf. [4]). We will often not need the decorations, so letM(X) :=⋃

g,β Mg(X,β) denote the space of all stable maps toX .
Given a morphism of quasi-projective schemesπ :X → B, there is an induced map o

Kontsevich spaces,M(π) :M(X) → M(B). (Technically we must restrict to those stable m
with g > 1 or with π∗β �= 0, but this will always be the case for us when we applyM(π).) This
map takes the moduli pointh :C → X to the pointπ ◦h : C̃ →B, whereC̃ is the stabilization o
C relative to the morphismπ ◦h. It is obtained by contracting those components ofC of genus 0
which are contracted byπ ◦ h and meet the rest ofC in fewer than 3 points. Ifπ is projective,
thenM(π) is projective on each connected component ofM(X).

DEFINITION 2.1. – Ifh :C →X andh′ :C ′ →X are stable maps, we say thath′ is asubmap
of h if there is an elementi ∈M(C) such that[h′] = M(h)([i]).

This terminology is suggested by the special case whereh′ factors as a composition ofh with
a closed embeddingi :C ′ →C. We use the more general notion for convenience.

The following definition makes precise what it means for one stable map to be a subm
a specialization of another stable map.

DEFINITION 2.2. – Given a quasi-projective varietyX , and two families,D andE, of stable
maps toX , we say thatD dominatesE if a general map parametrized byE can be realized
as a submap of a specialization of maps parametrized byD. Precisely, for a general point ofE
parametrizing a stable maph :C → X , we can find a family of stable maps overSpec(C[[t]])
such thath is a submap of the map over the special fiber, and the map over the generic
pulled back by a morphism fromSpec(C((t))) to D.
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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Although the definition here requires only that a general map parametrized byE be obtainable
as a submap of a specialization, it is equivalent to require thateverymap parametrized byE
arises in this way. To see this, consider the family of stable maps parametrized byD.

CD
hD

πD

X

D

Now defineM0(CD) to be the open and closed subset ofM(CD) parametrizing stable maps
fibers ofπD. The condition thatE is dominated byD is equivalent to the statement that a gene
point ofE maps to a point inM(X) which is in the closure ofM(hD)(V ) for some irreducible
componentV of M0(CD). However, if a general point ofE maps to a point in such a closur
then so does every point ofE.

We need a criterion for when a family of stable maps to a projective variety is dominate
family of embedded complete intersection curves. We will repeatedly make use of the foll
criterion.

LEMMA 2.3. – SupposeE is a family of stable maps to a normal, irreducible, project
variety B such that for a general maph :C → B parametrized byE, there is an open subs
U ⊂ B contained in the smooth locus ofB and such that:

(1) h−1(U) is dense inC,
(2) h−1(U) contains all the nodes ofC, and
(3) the restricted maph−1(U) → U is a closed embedding.

ThenE is dominated by the family of one-dimensional linear sections ofB under a sufficiently
positive projective embedding.

Proof. –Let h :C → B be a general element of our family. We embedB in a projective spac
and find an integera such that the ideal of the reduced image curveh(C) is generated by
polynomials of degreea. The sufficiently positive embedding required is theath Veronese re
embedding. Now we know that we can realizeh(C) as an intersection of hyperplanes. Sin
h(C) is a local complete intersection in a neighborhood of the image of each of the
of C, if we choosedim(B) − 1 generic hyperplane sections ofB which containh(C), their
intersection will agree withh(C) in a neighborhood of the image of each of these no
Moreover, by Bertini’s Theorem, this intersection will be smooth away fromh(C). We conclude
that the intersection ofdim(B) − 1 generic hyperplane sections ofB containingh(C) will be
a generically reduced curveC ′ which containsh(C) as a subcurve and such that there exist
open setU ′ ⊂ U containing the images of all of the nodes ofC such thath−1(U ′)→ U ′ ∩C ′ is
an isomorphism.

Now we choose any one parameter family of smooth complete intersections inB whose flat
limit is C ′, i.e., a morphism fromSpec(C[[t]]) to the Hilbert scheme of complete intersectio
in B whose general fiber maps to a smooth complete intersection and whose speci
maps toC ′. We think of the general fiber as a stable map and perform stable reduction
corresponding mapSpec(C[[t]]) → M(B). Denote the special fiber of the stable reduction
h :C → B. SinceU ′ ∩ C ′ is already at-worst-nodal, there is an open subsetV ⊂ C such that
h :V → U ′ ∩C ′ is an isomorphism. In other words, we have a factorizationi :h−1(U ′) → C of
h :h−1(U ′)→ B. Since every point ofC in C − h−1(U ′) is smooth, we can apply the valuati
criterion of properness to extend this factorization to a morphismi :C → C. So h :C → B is
a submap ofh :C → B, which shows thatE is dominated by the family of smooth curves inB
which are complete intersections ofd− 1 hyperplanes. �

4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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We remark that the lemma above is not the most general result, but to prove a stronger
would lead us too far astray. We leave it to the interested reader to prove that in the above
it suffices to assume that for the general maph :C → B parametrized byE, the preimage of the
smooth locus,h−1(Bsmooth), is a dense open set which contains every node ofC.

Although our main concern is to understand sections of a mapπ :X →B over smooth curve
in B, the specialization methods we use force us to consider the more general notion o
maps. Similarly, we need to replace the notion of section over a curve with an object
specializes as we specialize the base curve.

DEFINITION 2.4. – Given a morphismπ :X → B, and a stable maph :C → B, we define
a stable sectionof π over [h] to be a stable map̃h : C̃ → X such thatM(π)([h̃]) = [h].

Notice that for a stable sectioñh, the classπ∗(h̃)∗[C̃] is justh∗[C] andg(C ′) = g(C). Since
h is a stable map, eitherg(C) > 1 or h∗[C] is nonzero, i.e., the mapM(π) really is defined in
a neighborhood of[h̃].

If C is a smooth connected projective curve inB, then a stable section ofπ overC is simply a
section ofπ overC with some trees ofπ-contracted rational curves inX attached. The notion i
more interesting whenC has nodes. In this case, the existence of a stable section overC does not
guarantee the existence of any sections overC whatsoever. For example, a typical stable sectioh̃
over a curveC = C1 ∪C2, wheret1 ∈ C1 is glued tot2 ∈ C2, would consist of sections̃h1 and
h̃2 of π over C1 andC2 separately together with a tree ofπ-contracted rational curves inX
joining h̃1(t1) to h̃2(t2) (and some trees ofπ-contracted rational curves attached elsewhe
Such rational curves are exactly the sort which are contracted under the stabilization p
associated withM(π).

The point of this definition is that given a family of curves in the baseB specializing to some
stable maph :C → B (possibly reducible), and given an honest section over the generic cu
this family, then we cannot conclude the existence of a section ofπ overh, but we do conclude
the existence of a stable section ofπ overh. In other words, the existence of a stable sectio
preserved under specialization. This follows immediately from the properness of the irred
components ofM(X). Another elementary fact is the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.5. –If h′ :C ′ → B is a submap ofh :C → B, then the existence of a stable sect
of π :X → B overh implies the existence of a stable section ofπ overh′.

Proof. –We have the following commutative diagram:

C̃
h̃

q

Ĉ
i

q′

C

h

X

π

C ′ h′

B

where the morphismsq andq′ are isomorphisms except for possibly contracting some tree
rational curves. To define a stable section ofh′ one can simply complete the upper left ha
corner of this diagram with a curveC ′′ giving a stable section ofq over i. To construct such
a C ′′, note that over each irreducible component ofĈ the pullback ofC̃ admits a section. To
complete this to a stable section, we simply need to find, for each node ofĈ, a tree of rationa
curves inC̃ connecting the image point of one branch of the node to the image point of the
Since every fiber ofq is either a point or a tree of rational curves, this is trivial.�

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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Taken together, we get the following fundamental lemma.

LEMMA 2.6. – If D and E are families of stable maps toB, with D dominatingE and if
a general map parametrized byD admits a stable section, then so does every map paramet
byE.

As an application, we can strengthen the easy direction of our main theorem.

PROPOSITION 2.7. –If π :X → B is a morphism of projective varieties withB smooth and if
π admits a pseudosection, then for any smooth curveC, and for any morphismh :C → B, the
pullback familyXC → C admits a section.

Proof. –Since any map from a smooth curve factors through the normalization of its im
it suffices to prove this statement for maps birational onto their image (note that sinceC andB
are smooth, such maps satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3). LetZ be a pseudosection ofπ.
We already know by Theorem 1.1 that the proposition is true for any smooth curve suc
the general fiber ofZ over the curve is rationally connected. In particular it holds for a gen
complete intersection curve inB under any projective embedding. By Lemma 2.3, our mah
can be realized as a submap of a limit of such curves. Then Lemma 2.6 implies thatπ admits a
stable section over[h]. SinceC is smooth, this implies thatXC admits a section overC. �

3. Proof of main theorem

In our proof of Theorem 1.3, we begin by assuming thatB is normal and that bothX andB
are projective. After handling this “special” case, we give the (easy) argument which reduc
general case to the special case.

We will prove the theorem by induction on the relative dimension ofX overB. We start with
the case of relative dimension zero.

PROPOSITION 3.1. – Let B ⊂ Pn be an irreducible normal variety andπ :X → B
a generically finite proper morphism. Thenπ admits a rational section if and only ifπ admits a
section when restricted to a general one-dimensional linear section ofB.

Proof. –It suffices to prove this whenX is irreducible andπ is dominant. We are also fre
to assume thatX is normal andπ is proper, since the statement depends only on the birat
geometry ofX . Let b be the dimension ofB, and letG denote the family of codimensionb− 1
linear subspaces ofPn. A standard application of Bertini’s Theorem shows that there is a d
open subsetUB of G, such that for any linear spaceL parametrized byUB , the intersection
L ∩ B is a smooth, one-dimensional, irreducible subvariety. Applying a stronger charact
zero version of Bertini’s Theorem such as [11, III.10.9, Ex III.11.3] to the morphism fromX
to Pn (obtained by composingπ with the inclusion), we can find a dense open subsetUX ⊂ G
such that for any linear spaceL parametrized by a point ofUX , the pullback toX of L is a
smooth, irreducible, one-dimensional subvariety. Choosing a subspaceL parametrized by a poin
in UX ∩UB we find that the restricted morphism

π−1(L∩B)→ (L∩B)

is a finite morphism of smooth proper curves, so it admits a section if and only if this morp
has degree 1. For a generalL, the degree of this morphism agrees with the degree ofπ and the
result follows. �

4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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We remark that it is also possible to prove this lemma by applying a suitable ve
of the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem for fundamental groups such as [10, Theorem
[9, Theorem 1.2, Part II].

In handling the case of positive relative dimension, one of the main ingredients needed
following Bend-and-Break Lemma for sections.

LEMMA 3.2. – Let π :X → C be a proper morphism withC a smooth connected curve. L
p ∈ X be an arbitrary point. If there is a positive dimensional family of sections ofπ passing
throughp, then there is a rational curve inX passing throughp which is contracted byπ.

Proof. –This lemma is a version of Mori’s Bend-and-Break Lemma from [15] which in
relies on the Rigidity Lemma [16, p. 43].

Let q = π(p). Suppose we have a one-parameter family of sections passing throughp. This
gives us a rational mapf :D ×C ��� X overC whose restriction to a general fiber{d} ×C is
a section passing throughp. Suppose, by way of contradiction, thatf is a regular morphism
in a neighborhood ofD × {q}. Sincef contractsD × {q}, by the Rigidity Lemma it also
contractsD × {c} for all c ∈ C, i.e., our family is constant which is a contradiction. Hen
f is not regular nearD × {q}. So there is at least one point of indeterminacy inD × {q}. We
may form the minimal blow-up ofD × C necessary to resolve the indeterminacy locus of .
The exceptional divisor of this blow-up is a tree of rational curves which intersects the p
transform ofD × {q} and which is mapped to a tree ofπ-contracted rational curves inX .
Therefore some rational curve in the exceptional divisor maps to aπ-contracted rational curv
which meetsp. �

We will apply this lemma in two ways. The first application is to get a uniform bound on
dimensions of spaces of sections. First we need a definition.

DEFINITION 3.3. – If π :X → B is a proper morphism, we define therational curve locus,
V (π), to be the union of allπ-contracted rational curves inX .

Let us pause to describe what sort of objectV (π) is. If π is projective and we fix a relativel
ample divisorH on X , then for each integerd, the locus of allπ-contracted rational curves o
H-degree less than or equal tod is a Zariski closed subset ofX by [3, Section 5.6]. Hence, w
see thatV (π) is a countable union of closed subvarieties.

The next lemma applies Lemma 3.2 to give a uniform bound on the dimensions of spa
sections. Letπ :X → C be a projective morphism of relative dimensiond. LetΣ be an irreducible
variety parametrizing a family of sections ofπ.

LEMMA 3.4. – If there exists a section parametrized byΣ whose image is not contained
V (π), thendim(Σ) � d.

Proof. –Choose a very general pointc of C and setXc = π−1(c). Let evc :Σ → Xc be
the map which evaluates a section atc. Our hypotheses ensure thatdim(Xc) = d and that
evc(Σ) �⊂ V (π). Lemma 3.2 then implies thatevc is generically finite onto its image, yieldin
the desired bound.�

Let B ↪→ PN be a closed immersion. LetD ⊂ Grass(N − b+1,PN ) be the dense open subs
parametrizing linear spacesΛ such thatΛ ∩B is smooth, irreducible, and one-dimensional.
ρD :CD → D denote the universal family of intersectionsΛ ∩B and letρ(2)

D :C(2)
D → D denote

the fiber product ofCD with itself overD. Denote byhD :CD → B the obvious map.

DEFINITION 3.5. – Atriangle is a stable maph :C → X such that
(1) C has three irreducible componentsC1, C2, andC3,
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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(2) C has three nodesq1,2 = C1 ∩C2, q1,3 = C1 ∩C3, andq2,3 = C2 ∩C3, and
(3) for eachi = 1,2,3 the maph|Ci :Ci → X is a closed immersion whose image is inD.
Thespace of triangles, is the locally closed subvarietyT (B) ⊂ C

(2)
D × C

(2)
D × C

(2)
D which is

the subset of triples

(
(C1, q1,3, q1,2), (C2, q2,1, q2,3), (C3, q3,2, q3,1)

)
∈C

(2)
D ×C

(2)
D ×C

(2)
D

such thatqi,j = qj,i for 1 � i < j � 3, and such thatqi,j �= qi,k for each triple of distinc
integers1 � i, j, k � 3. The universal family of triangles overT (B) is the family of curves
C = C1 ∪C2 ∪C3 obtained by identifying the pointsqi,j as above.

Of course,T (B) depends not only onB, but also on a choice of projective embedding ofB.
There is a morphism ev:T (B)→ B ×B ×B which maps a triple

(
(C1, q1,3, q1,2), (C2, q2,1, q2,3), (C3, q3,2, q3,1)

)
to (q1,2, q1,3, q2,3).

Let q ∈ B be a point. DefineDq ⊂ D to be the closed subset whereq ∈ h(C). Define
T (B)q ⊂ T (B) to be the closed set whereq ∈ h(C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C3). For eachi = 1,2,3 define
T (B)q,i ⊂ T (B)q to be the closed subset whereq ∈ h(Ci).

LEMMA 3.6. –
(1) The morphismev is flat with irreducible fibers.
(2) The varietyT (B) is irreducible.
(3) For eachi = 1,2,3, the varietyT (B)q,i is irreducible.
(4) The triangle associated to a general point ofT (B) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma2.3.

Proof. –Let ∆ ⊂ B × B × B denote the union of the three big diagonals, i.e., the
of triples (q1,2, q1,3, q2,3) such that someqi,j is equal toqi′,j′ for (i, j) �= (i′, j′). Given
(q1,2, q1,3, q2,3) ∈ B × B × B − ∆, the fiber of ev over this point is an open subset of
product of Grassmannians which parametrizes triples(Λ1,Λ2,Λ3) ∈ D × D × D such that
span(q1,2, q1,3) ⊂ Λ1, span(q2,1, q2,3) ⊂ Λ2 and span(q3,1, q3,2) ⊂ Λ3. So ev:T (B) → B ×
B × B − ∆ is an open subset of a fiber product of threeGrass(N − b − 1,PN−2)-bundles.
Therefore it is flat and has irreducible fibers.

Statement (2) follows from (1) and the fact thatB×B×B is irreducible. Statement (3) follow
by an argument similar to that for(1). For definiteness, supposei = 1. There is a projection
pr1 :T (B)q,1 →D

(
(C1, q1,3, q1,2), (C2, q2,1, q2,3), (C3, q3,2, q3,1)

)
�→ C1.

The image is a subset of the subvarietyDq . This subvariety is isomorphic to an open subse

Grass(N − b,PN−1) and so is irreducible (possibly empty). DefineC
(2)
D,q to be the preimag

of Dq in C
(2)
D . This is also irreducible sinceC(2)

D → D is flat with irreducible fibers. Ther

is a projectionT (B)q,1 → C
(2)
D,q . For each(C1, q1,3, q1,2) ∈ C

(2)
D,q the fiber inT (B)q,1 is an

open subset of a fiber product of twoGrass(N − b − 1,PN−2)-bundles overB: the map toB
corresponds to the choice ofq2,3 and the Grassmannian bundles correspond to the choiceΛ2

andΛ3 containingspan(q2,1, q2,3) andspan(q3,1, q3,2) respectively. ThusT (B)q,1 → C
(2)
D,q is

flat with irreducible fibers. ThereforeT (B)q,1 is irreducible.
Finally (4) is trivial to verify. �
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Our second application of Lemma 3.2 is in the proof of the following lemma, which is
main step in the proof of Theorem 1.3.

LEMMA 3.7. – Let π :X → B be a morphism of projective varieties withB normal and
irreducible, and letp ∈X be any point such thatp /∈ V (π). Suppose also thatp is not contained
in the closure of the image of any rational section ofπ. Then a very general triangle passin
throughq = π(p) admits no stable sections passing throughp.

Proof. –It suffices to exhibit a single triangle with this property. Choose an irreduc
subfamilyH ⊂ D of curves passing throughq, such that for generalb ∈ B a finite (but positive)
number of members ofH pass throughb. Our strategy is to show that if we construct a trian
by choosing two very general members ofH (which will necessarily intersect atq) asC1 and
C2, and a very general member ofD which intersectsC1 andC2 asC3, then the result will be a
triangle satisfying the desired property.

We construct a subsetΩ ⊂ X which is a countable union of subvarieties ofX in the following
way. For every finite type family of sections ofπ over curves inH which take the valuep at q,
we have a map from the base of this family toM(X). Form the closure of the image of th
map, and definẽΩ to be the countable union of all such closed subvarieties ofM(X) arising
from the countably many Chow varieties of sections as above. Notice thatΩ̃ is not necessarily
quasi-compact, but it is a closed subset ofM(X) (which is also not quasi-compact).

We can restrict the universal curve ofM(X) over Ω̃, and there is a map from th
total space of this universal curve toX . We defineΩ to be the image of this map, s
Ω is a countable union of closed subvarieties ofX . Let Ω̃0 be any irreducible compone
of Ω̃ and let Ω0 ⊂ X be the (closed) image of the universal curve overΩ̃0. Notice
that p ∈ Ω0, since it is in the image of each section parametrized by a general
of Ω̃0.

Consider the restricted morphismM(π) : Ω̃0 → M(B). The general point of̃Ω0 parametrizes
a section over a member ofH , so the image of̃Ω0 underM(π) is contained in the closur
H of H in M(B). By Lemma 3.2, the morphismM(π) : Ω̃0 → H is generically finite, since
p /∈ V (π). Therefore the map from the universal curve overΩ̃0 to the universal curve overH
is generically finite. By construction, the evaluation morphism from the universal curve
H to B is generically finite. So finally we conclude the restricted morphismπ :Ω0 → B is
generically finite, i.e., for a general pointb ∈ B there are only finitely many preimages ofb
in Ω0.

CLAIM 3.8. –There are no rational sections ofπ whose image is contained inΩ.

We will prove this by showing that the closure of any rational sectionρ of Ω → B must
contain p, in violation of the hypotheses onπ. First observe thatρ factors through one o
the subsetsΩ0 ⊂ Ω. Now for a general pointb in B, ρ :B ��� Ω0 is actually regular in
a neighborhood ofb and the imageρ(b) lies on some honest sectioñh :C → X over a curve
C in H which containsq and b and such that̃h(q) = p. Sinceπ :Ω0 → B is unramified at
ρ(b) = h̃(b) (by genericity of the choice ofb), we have that̃h :C → X andρ|C :C ��� X are
equal as rational maps. We conclude thath̃ :C → X factors through the closure of the image
ρ, in particularp = h̃(q) lies on the closure of the image ofρ.

Applying Lemma 3.1 to each of the countably many components ofΩ, we now conclude tha
for a very general curveC3 in D, there is no section of

π :π−1(C3) → C3

whose image lies inΩ.
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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We know that for each irreducible componentΩ0 of Ω, p is in Ω0 − V (π). ThusΩ0 ∩ V (π)
is a proper closed subset ofΩ0, and by the finiteness ofπ :Ω0 → B, we conclude that for a
very generalb in B, Ω ∩ V (π) ∩ π−1(b) = ∅. Choose a very general curveC3 in D as above
and choose a very general pointr on C3. ThenΩ ∩ π−1(r) is a countable set disjoint from
V (π). Given any point in this set, there are at most countably many sections ofπ overC3 which
take this value atr by Lemma 3.1. Hence there are at most countably many sections ofπ over
C3 whose value atr is contained inΩ. The image of any such section cannot be conta
in Ω and thus meetsΩ in at most countably many points with countably many images inC3.
Choosing another points ∈ C3 not to lie in any of these countably many countable sets
conclude that for any sectioñh3 of π overC3 such that̃h3(r) is in Ω, we have that̃h3(s) is not
in Ω.

Now we take our triangle to beC = C1 ∪C2 ∪C3 whereC1 andC2 are members ofH which
join q to r andq to s respectively. By way of contradiction, suppose there is a stable sectionh̃ of
π overC whose image containsp. As we have discussed, such a stable section consists of h
sections̃h1, h̃2 andh̃3 overC1, C2 andC3 respectively, perhaps with some trees ofπ-contracted
rational curves attached which connecth̃1(r) to h̃3(r), which connect̃h2(s) to h̃3(s) and which
connect̃h1(q) andh̃2(q) to p. Sincep is not contained inV (π), there is no tree ofπ-contracted
rational curves which meetsp. Thereforẽh1(q) = h̃2(q) = p. By the definition ofΩ, the images
h̃1(C1) and h̃2(C2) are therefore necessarily contained inΩ. Sincer and s are very genera
onB, bothΩ∩ V (π)∩ π−1(r) andΩ∩ V (π)π−1(s) are empty, hence noπ-contracted rationa
curves overr or s meetΩ. In particular, there is no tree ofπ-contracted rational curves whic
meets either̃h1(r) or h̃2(s). So we must havẽh1(r) = h̃3(r) and h̃2(s) = h̃3(s). The upshot
is that, after pruning any extraneous trees ofπ-contracted rational curves, we have thath̃ is an
honest section ofπ over the reducible curveC.

But now we have our contradiction: we have seen that for any sectionh̃3 of π overC3 such
that h̃3(r) is contained inΩ, thenh̃3(s) is not contained inΩ. On the other hand we have by t
last paragraph that̃h3(r) = h̃1(r) is contained inΩ and alsõh3(s) = h̃2(s) is contained inΩ.
Therefore we conclude there is no stable sectionh̃ of π overC. �

Of course, Lemma 3.7 tells us nothing in case the fibers ofπ are uniruled. Thanks to
construction of Campana and Kollár–Miyaoka–Mori and using Theorem 1.1, we can a
reduce to the case that the fibers ofπ are nonuniruled.

DEFINITION 3.9. – Given a morphismπ :X → B, the relative MRC fibrationis a dominant
rational mapφ :X ��� W that fits into a commutative diagram

X
φ

π

W

π′

B

such that a general fiber ofφ is rationally connected and a general fiber ofπ′ is not uniruled.

Note that although the general fiber of a rational map is not well-defined, it is well-de
up to birational equivalence. Hence the concept of the rational connectivity of the genera
of a rational map makes sense. Since the existing references only establish the existenc
absolute MRC fibration (the case whereB = Spec(K) for some fieldK), we point out that the
simplest way to construct this relative version is to simply use the absolute MRC fibration f
fiber over the generic point ofB, and choose forW anyB-model for the resultingK-scheme.
A very readable account of the construction in the case ofB = Spec(K) can be found in [3].
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While K is assumed to be algebraically closed there, this hypothesis is never actually use
construction.

Finally, we warn the reader that the definition of the MRC fibration is usually m
complicated. The equivalence of our definition with the usual one is an easy conseque
Theorem 1.1.

Before applying Lemma 3.7 to the proof of our main theorem, we note a corollary wh
interesting in its own right.

COROLLARY 3.10. –If B is a normal, connected, quasi-projective variety, andH is any
family of smooth curves inB which dominates the family of trianglesT (B), then for any
projective morphismπ :X → B, the following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) A general point ofX lies in a pseudosection.
(2) For a general curveC parametrized byH, a general point ofXC = π−1(C) lies on

a section ofπ :XC → C.
Note that the existence of such a familyH is ensured by Lemma2.3.

Proof. –Direction(1) ⇒ (2) follows from a stronger version of Theorem 1.1: ifπ :Z → C is
a proper morphism from an irreducible variety to a smooth curve, and if a general fiber oπ is
rationally connected, then a general point ofZ is contained in a section ofπ, cf. [13, 2.13] and
also [12, Theorem IV.6.10].

Direction(2) ⇒ (1) is more interesting. Suppose first that a general fiber ofπ is not uniruled
and that(2) holds. By the properness of the spaces of stable sections of bounded deg
every curveC parametrized byH, every point ofXC lies on a stable section. Therefore f
every triangleh :C → B in T (B), every point ofXC lies on a stable section. Also a very gene
point ofX is not contained inV (π). So, by Lemma 3.7, a very general point ofX is contained in
a rational section. It follows from a straightforward uncountability argument that a general
of X is contained in a rational section, so(1) holds.

Next suppose that the general fiber ofπ is uniruled and that(2) holds. Let

X
φ

π

W

π′

B

be a relative MRC fibration. Letf :X ′ → X be a proper birational morphism such thatf ◦ φ
extends to a regular morphismφ′ :X ′ → W . Let p ∈ X be a point over whichf is an
isomorphism. LetC be a curve inH which containsπ(p). Let s :C → XC be a section which
containsp. Then the rational mapf−1 ◦ s :C ��� X ′

C is defined. Sinceπ is proper andC is
smooth, this rational map extends to a section ofX ′

C . So (2) holds forX ′ → B. It suffices to
prove that(1) holds forX ′, since the image of a pseudosection inX ′ is a pseudosection inX .
Thus, we will assume from now on thatφ is a regular morphism.

For any sections :C → XC , the compositionφ ◦ s :C → WC = C ×B W is a section ofWC .
Since a general point ofXC is contained in a sections, a general point ofWC is contained in a
sectionφ ◦ s, i.e.,(2) holds forW . Since a general fiber ofπ′ is not uniruled, a general point o
W is contained in a rational sectionZ ⊂ W . The preimageφ−1(W ) of a rational section throug
a general point ofW is a pseudosection ofπ passing through a general point ofX . So(1) holds
for X . �

Our proof of Theorem 1.3 proceeds similarly. First we will prove the result for maps w
general fiber is not uniruled, and then we will handle the general case by appealing
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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relative MRC fibration. In addition we will use an induction on the relative dimension oX
over B. We have already considered the case of fiber dimension zero in Proposition 3.
suppose thatd > 0. By way of induction, assume that we have already constructed a fa
Hd−1 of smooth curves inB which coverB and such that for any morphismπ :X → B of
relative dimension less thand, π admits a section when restricted over a very general curv
Hd−1 if and only if π admits a pseudosection. We constructHd as follows. First we construc
a family of reducible nodal curves by letting̃Hd be the family of mapsf :C → B of the form
C = C0 ∪C1 ∪ · · · ∪Cd+1, where[fC0 ] is a member ofHd−1 and the otherCi, i = 1, . . . , d + 1
are triangles which each meetC0 in a single node which is embedded in the smooth locus oB.
Now takeHd to be any family of smooth curves that dominatesH̃d. By Lemma 2.3, we can tak
Hd to be the family of linear sections ofB under a sufficiently positive projective embedding

We need to check thatHd satisfies the desired property. Namely, supposeπ :X → B is
a projective morphism of relative dimension less than or equal tod which does not admit
pseudosection. Then we need to show that over a very general member ofHd, π does not admi
a section. By Lemma 2.6, it suffices to check that over a very general member ofH̃d, π does not
admit a stable section.

First we will consider the case where the general fiber ofπ is not uniruled. In order to
later handle the uniruled case, it will be useful for us to prove a statement that seems s
than necessary. In particular, we will prove a statement that applies to morphismsπ which do
admit pseudosections. As above, we letV (π) be the rational curve locus which is the uni
of all π-contracted rational curves inX . This is a subset ofX which is a countable union o
subvarieties. We letY (π) be the union ofV (π) and the closures of the images of all ratio
sections ofπ. This is also a countable union of subvarieties ofX . Note that Lemma 3.7 say
exactly that for any pointp in X − Y (π), a very general triangle throughπ(p) admits no stable
sections containingp.

LEMMA 3.11. – Any stable section ofπ over a very general member of̃Hd has values ove
C0 contained inY (π).

Before proving the lemma, we remark that (given the inductive hypothesis) it immed
implies our theorem in the case where the fibers are not uniruled. Ifπ :X → B is a morphism
whose general fiber is not uniruled and which does not admit a pseudosection thenY (π) = V (π)
is a countable union ofproper subvarieties ofX , i.e., it is a countable union of subvarieti
Y (π)0 of X such that the fiber dimension ofY (π)0 → B is strictly less thand. By the induction
assumption, for a very generalC0 in Hd−1, there can be no honest section ofπ overC0 contained
in any of the subvarietiesY (π)0. Thus, by the lemma, there can be no stable section ofπ over
C = C0 ∪C1 ∪ · · · ∪Cd+1.

Proof. –We now prove the lemma. We imagine assembling our very general memberH̃d

one component at a time. Pick a very generalC0 ∈Hd−1 and letΣ denote the parameter space
all sections ofπ overC0 which are not contained inY (π). This is the complement of a countab
union of subvarieties in a countable union of subvarieties ofM(X). Denote the irreducible
components ofΣ by Σα, and by Lemma 3.4 we conclude that eachΣα has dimension les
than or equal tod.

Our strategy now is simple. The condition that a section overC0 extends to a stable sectio
overC0 ∪Ci should impose a condition by Lemma 3.7, and so after imposingd + 1 conditions
there should be no sections left. To prove this, we consider the chain

Σd+1 ⊂ Σd ⊂ · · · ⊂Σ
4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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whereΣi is defined to be the subset ofΣ parametrizing sections ofπ over C0 which are not
contained inY (π) and which can extended to stable sections overC0 ∪C1 ∪ · · · ∪Ci. That is, if
we letq1, . . . , qd+1 be the very general points at which we attach the triangles,Σi parametrizes
those sections ofπ overC0 whose value atqj agrees with the value of some stable section oπ
overCj for all j � i. This is a countable union of closed subsets ofΣ. We will prove by induction
on i thatdim(Σi) � d− i for eachi, in particularΣd+1 is empty.

We have already seen that every component ofΣ = Σ0 has dimension at mostd, so this
establishes the base casei = 0. By way of induction, assume that every component ofΣk has
dimension at mostd−k. Now we want to show the result fork +1. For any one of the countab
many irreducible componentsΣα

k of Σk, for a general pointqk+1 of C0, a very general sectio
of π overC0 parametrized byΣα

k mapsqk+1 to a point not inY (π). Choosing a very genera
point qk+1, we can arrange that for every irreducible componentΣα

k of Σk, there is a sectioñhα
0

in Σα
k has the property thatpα = h̃α

0 (qk+1) is not inY (π).
Now for eachα, for a very general triangleCk+1 throughqk+1, we conclude by Lemma 3.

that there is no stable section overCk+1 which passes throughpα. So if we choose a very gener
triangle Ck+1, we can arrange that for everyα, there is no stable section overCk+1 which
passes through any of the pointspα. So none of the sections̃hα

0 extend to a stable section ov
C0 ∪ Ck+1. Thus, for eachα, Σk+1 ∩ Σα

k has dimension strictly less thandim(Σα
k ) � d − k.

Since we have

Σk+1 =
⋃
α

(
Σk+1 ∩Σα

k

)
we conclude that every irreducible component ofΣk+1 has dimension at mostd − k − 1, as
desired. In particular, we conclude thatΣd+1 = ∅, i.e., overC0 every section ofπ which can be
extended to stable sections overC is contained inY (π). �

As discussed above, Lemma 3.11 proves the induction step in case the fibers ofπ are not
uniruled. So to finish the inductive proof of Theorem 1.3, we are left to consider the case
the fibers ofπ are uniruled. We argue by contradiction.

By way of contradiction, assume that we have a morphismπ :X →B with no pseudosection
but which admits a section when restricted to a very general element ofHd. Let φ :X → W be
the relative MRC fibration. We may resolve the indeterminacy locus ofφ by blowing up:

X ′

f
φ′

X
φ

π

W

π′

B

Let Z ⊂ X denote the fundamental locus of the morphismf (i.e., the image underf of the
exceptional divisor off ).

Notice that the relative dimension ofπ|Z :Z → B is strictly less thand. Suppose tha
π|Z :Z → B admits a section when restricted over a very general curveC in Hd. By Lemma 2.6,
we conclude thatπ|Z :Z → B admits a stable section when restricted over a stable map inH̃d.
In particular, since every curve inHd−1 occurs as theC0-submap of a stable map iñHd, we
conclude thatZ → B admits a section when restricted over a very general curveC0 in Hd−1.
By the induction hypothesis, this implies that there is a pseudosection ofπ|Z :Z → B. But, in
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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particular, this implies there is a pseudosection ofπ :X → B which contradicts our assumptio
So we conclude that for a very general curveC in Hd, π|Z :Z → B admits no section whe
restricted overC. On the other hand, our assumption is thatπ :X → B does admit a sectio
over C, so there exists a section overC which is not contained inZ. This is the same as
rational section ofπ ◦ f :X ′ → B over C. SinceC is smooth, this rational section ofπ ◦ f
extends to a regular section ofπ ◦ f overC.

Thus we find thatπ ◦ f admits a section over a very general curveC in Hd. Now if π ◦ f
admits a pseudosection, so doesπ by simply taking the image of the pseudosection undef .
Therefore we conclude thatπ ◦ f :X ′ → B admits no pseudosection, but it does admit a sec
when restricted over a very general curve inHd. Therefore, as far as deriving a contradiction
concerned, we can replaceX by X ′. So from now on we assume thatφ :X → W is a regular
morphism.

Let W ′ ⊂ W denote the closure of the locus of points over which the fiber ofφ is not rationally
connected. Any rational section ofπ′ not contained inW ′ gives rise to a pseudosection ofπ,
which does not exist by hypothesis. Therefore all rational sections ofπ′ are contained inW ′.
Applying Lemma 3.11, we find that over a general memberC of H̃d, any stable section ofπ′

mapsC0 into the subsetW ′ ∪ V (π′). Thus, any stable section ofπ over C mapsC0 into the
subsetφ−1(W ′ ∪ V (π′)).

On the other hand,φ−1(W ′ ∪ V (π′)) is a countable union of proper subvarieties ofX , each
of which has relative dimension at mostd − 1 over B. So by the induction hypothesis, eve
section ofπ :X → B over the very general curveC0 in Hd−1 has image which is not containe
in φ−1(W ′ ∪V (π′)). We conclude that over a very general memberC of H̃d, π admits no stable
section. By Lemma 2.6,π admits no section over a very general member ofHd, and this is
a contradiction of our assumptions.

This establishes the inductive step needed and completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.

4. The general case

In the last section we proved the main theorem in caseB is normal and quasi-projective an
π :X → B is projective. In this section we will show how to reduce the general case to this
We proceed by induction on the dimension.

Suppose thatB is an algebraic variety of finite type. By Chow’s lemma we can fi
a projective, birational morphismB1 → B such thatB1 is quasi-projective. By Noethe
normalization, the normalizationB2 → B1 of B1 is a finite morphism. Thusf :B2 → B is
a projective, birational morphism such thatB2 is quasi-projective and normal. LetHd be the
family of curvesC in B2 constructed in the last section. The restriction off to a general curve
in this family is a nonconstant morphism, and hence a stable map. Therefore, replacingHd by
a Zariski dense open subset, we may considerHd to be a family of stable mapsh :C → B with
smooth domainC. The claim is that Theorem 1.3 holds forB andHd. We will prove this by
induction, but before proceeding to the induction argument we introduce a little more nota

Suppose thatπ :X → B is a proper morphism of relative dimension at mostd which admits
no pseudosection. We need to prove that for a very general maph :C → B in Hd, π admits no
section overh. The base changeπ2 :X ×B B2 → B2 is a proper morphism of relative dimensi
at mostd which admits no pseudosection, since the image underπ1 :X ×B B2 → X of a
pseudosection ofπ2 is a pseudosection ofπ. By again applying Chow’s lemma, we can fi
a projective, birational morphismφ :X2 → X ×B B2 such thatπ2 ◦ φ :X2 → B2 is projective.
Any pseudosection ofπ2 ◦φ maps underφ to a pseudosection ofπ2. Thereforeπ2 ◦φ admits no
pseudosection.
4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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Now π2 ◦ φ :X2 → B2 satisfies the hypotheses of the last section. By the proof of the
theorem in that section, for a very general curveC in Hd, π2 ◦ φ admits no section overC. Let
Z ⊂ X denote the fundamental locus of the birational, projective morphismX2 → X , i.e., the
locus over which this morphism is not an isomorphism.

If d = 0, we are essentially done. The locusZ ⊂ X is a proper subvariety, and sinceπ
is generically finite, alsoπ(Z) ⊂ B is a proper subvariety. If we choose a very general m
h :C → B in H0, then the imageh(C) does not lie inπ(Z). But then any section ofπ :X → B
overh determines a rational section ofπ2 ◦φ :X2 → B2 overC. SinceC is smooth this rationa
section extends to a regular section. This contradicts the result of the last section. So we c
that for a very general maph :C →B in H0, there is no section ofπ :X → B over this map.

Now we proceed by induction via an argument very similar to that in the end of the
section. We have established the base cased = 0, so we suppose thatd > 1. By way of induction,
we suppose the theorem has been proved ford − 1. Considerπ|Z :Z → B. This morphism has
fiber dimension at mostd− 1. By our induction assumption, we conclude thatπ|Z :Z → B has
no section when restricted over a very general maph0 :C0 → B in Hd−1. By Lemma 2.6, we
conclude thatπ|Z :Z → B has no section when restricted over a very general maph :C → B
in Hd (sinceHd dominatesHd−1). So if we choose a very general maph :C → B in Hd, then
for any sectioñh :C → X of π overh, we have that̃h(C) is not contained inZ. So the regula
sectionh̃ determines a rational section ofπ2 :X2 → B2 overC. SinceC is smooth, this rationa
section extends to a regular section. This contradicts the result of the last section. So we c
that for a very general maph :C →B in Hd, there is no section ofπ :X → B overh.

5. Application: Families of Enriques surfaces

In this section we will show how to apply Theorem 1.3 to a family of Enriques surf
to deduce Corollary 1.4, that is, to find a one-parameter family of Enriques surfaces w
a section.

5.1. A family of quartic Enriques surfaces

The family we will be starting with is the universal family over a parameter space
quartic Enriques surfaces: that is, a family of polarized Enriques surfacesS with a polarization
M ∈ Pic(S) of self-intersection 4 that includes a general such surface. Now, for the pur
of applying Theorem 1.3 and deducing Corollary 1.4, we can just write down the family
Definition 5.2 below—we do not need to know that it is actually the generic quartic Enr
surface, and the reader who does not particularly care can jump directly to Definition 5.2
since we are going to be working closely with the family it seems worthwhile to take a
paragraphs and establish its origin.

To begin with, since Enriques surfaces have fundamental groupZ/2Z and have as univers
covering space a K3 surface, a quartic Enriques surfaceS is the quotient of an octic K3 surfac
(T,L)—that is, a K3 surfaceT with a polarizationL ∈ Pic(T ) of self-intersectionc1(L)2 = 8—
by an involutionτ of T preservingL. For a general octic K3(T,L), the linear system of section
of L is base-point-free and defines an embedding ofT into P5, and the image surface is th
intersection of three quadric hypersurfaces inP5 with defining equationsQ1, Q2, andQ3.

Next, sinceτ∗L ∼= L, the action ofτ can be lifted to an action onH0(T,L), and hence to a
involution of P5 carryingT to itself. Moreover, if we letM be the line bundle on the quotie
Enriques surfaceS obtained by descent, then by Riemann–Roch

h0(S,M) =
c1(M)2

+ χ(OS) =
4

+ 1 = 3

2 2
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the action ofτ on H0(T,L) must have eigenvalues1 and−1, each with multiplicity 3. We thus
have a canonical direct-sum decomposition

H0(T,L) = Γ⊕Ψ

with dimΓ = dimΨ = 3.
Applying the same principle, we see that the action ofτ on H0(T,L2) has eigenvalue 1 wit

multiplicity

h0
(
S,M2

)
=

c1(M2)2

2
+ χ(OS) =

16
2

+ 1 = 9

and correspondingly eigenvalue−1 with multiplicity h0(T,L2)− 9 = 18− 9 = 9. On the other
hand, given thatH0(T,L) = Γ⊕Ψ as above, we can write

Sym2 H0(T,L) = Sym2 Γ⊕ (Γ⊗Ψ)⊕ Sym2 Ψ

with the action ofτ onSym2 H0(T,L) having(+1)-eigenspaceSym2 Γ⊕Sym2 Ψ of dimension
12 and(−1)-eigenspaceΓ⊗Ψ of dimension 9. It follows that the kernel of the restriction ma

Sym2 H0(T,L) → H0
(
T,L2

)
—that is, the vector space of quadrics inP5 vanishing onT—must be contained in the dire
sumSym2 Γ⊕ Sym2 Ψ. In other words, we can choose homogeneous coordinates

[Z,W ] = [Z0,Z1,Z2,W0,W1,W2]

on P5 so that the action ofτ is given by

τ : [Z0,Z1,Z2,W0,W1,W2] �→ [Z0,Z1,Z2,−W0,−W1,−W2]

and the defining equations of the double coverT of a general quartic Enriques surfaceS may be
written in the form

Qα(Z,W ) = Q′
α(Z) + Q′′

α(W ).

We are now prepared to write down the families of K3 and Enriques surfaces we w
studying in the sequel. To start with, letΓ andΨ be 3-dimensional vector spaces and denote
P5 the projective space of 1-dimensional subspaces ofΓ⊕Ψ and let

P11 = P
(
Sym2 Γ∨ ⊕ Sym2 Ψ∨)

be the projective space of 1-dimensional subspaces of the (12-dimensional) vector s
quadrics onP5 of the form above. Finally, we let[Z,W ] = [Z0,Z1,Z2,W0,W1,W2] be
homogeneous coordinates onP5 with Γ the zero locus ofW0, W1 and W2, andΨ likewise
the zero locus ofZ0, Z1 andZ2; and we letτ be the involution[Z0,Z1,Z2,W0,W1,W2] �→
[Z0,Z1,Z2,−W0,−W1,−W2] of P5.

DEFINITION 5.1. – By theprincipal family of K3 surfaceswe will mean the familyπ :Y → B
with B = P11 × P11 × P11 andY the subvariety ofB × P5 defined by

Y =
{
(Q1,Q2,Q3, p) ∈B × P5 |Q1(p) = Q2(p) = Q3(p) = 0

}
,

with π :Y → B the projection on the first factor.
4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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Note that the action ofτ on the second factor ofB × P5 carriesY into itself, so that we can
make the following definition.

DEFINITION 5.2. – By the principal family of Enriques surfaces we will mean the fam
π :X →B with B again as above andX the quotient of the varietyY above by the involutionτ
of P5.

It may be a misnomer to call these families of K3 and Enriques surfaces, since they a
generically that: there are degenerate fibers, and even fibers of dimension greater than 2.
convenient to use the term, and we hope the reader will forgive this.

5.2. Proof of Corollary 1.4

In order to apply Theorem 1.3 to the principal family of Enriques surfaces and de
Corollary 1.4, we simply have to show thatX → B admits no pseudosections. We will do this
analyzing the corresponding familyY → B of K3 surfaces, since their equations are in simp
form. We start with a straightforward result.

LEMMA 5.3. –Let Y → B be the principal family of K3 surfaces of Definition5.1. The
total spaceY is smooth, and its Chow ring,A∗(Y ), is generated by restrictions of pullbac
of hyperplane classes under the inclusion

Y ↪→ P11 × P11 × P11 × P5.

Proof. –To start, introduce the variety

W =
{
(Q,p): p ∈Q

}
⊂ P11 × P5.

Via the projectionη :W → P5 on the second factor,W is aP10-bundle overP5; it is therefore
smooth, and its Chow ring is generated over the Chow ring ofP5 by any class whose restrictio
to the fibers ofη is the hyperplane class onP10—for example, the restriction of the pullback
the hyperplane class fromP11, via the inclusionW ↪→ P11 × P5. Since the total spaceY of our
principal family of K3 surfaces is (via projection toP5) simply the triple fiber product

Y = W ×P5 W ×P5 W

the lemma follows. �
As an immediate corollary of this lemma, we have the following description of cyclesZ ⊂ X

of relative dimension 0 overB.

PROPOSITION 5.4. – Let X → B be the principal family of Enriques surfaces as
Definition5.2. If Z ⊂ X is any cycle of codimension2, the degree of the projectionπ|Z :Z → B
is divisible by4.

Proof. –Let η :Y → X be the quotient map. LetT be the class of a general fiber ofY overB.
By the preceding lemma, the class of any cycle inY is a polynomial (with integer coefficients
in the restrictions toY of the pullbacks of the hyperplane classes toP11 × P11 × P11 × P5. But
the first three of these classes restrict to 0 on a general fiber, so the class ofη−1Z · T must be a
multiple of the restriction toT of the hyperplane class onP5 This has degree divisible by 8. A
η has degree 2, the proposition follows.�
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As an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.4, we see thatthe principal familyX → B
of Enriques surfaces has no rational sections: the image of such a section would give
codimension 2 cycle ofX with degree one overB.

In order to show thatX → B admits no pseudosections, it remains to prove thatX cannot
contain a subvarietyZ ⊂ X whose general fiber overB is an irreducible rational curve. To d
this, suppose thatZ is such a subvariety. Let̃Z be a resolution of singularities ofZ. We then
have a commutative diagram

Z̃
f

µ

X

π

B

Consider the classf∗(c1(ωZ̃/B
)) in the Chow groupA2(X). Since the general fiber of̃Z over

B is a smooth rational curve, this class has degree−2 when restricted to a general fiber ofπ.
This contradicts the fact that all elements ofA2(X) have degree overB divisible by 4.

We have thus established the following result.

LEMMA 5.5. –The principal familyX → B of Enriques surfaces admits no pseudosectio

Applying Theorem 1.3 we may deduce Corollary 1.4.

6. Application: Torsors for Abelian varieties

It follows from Theorem 1.3 that any familyπ :X → B of smooth, connected, projectiv
curves of positive genus over some smooth varietyB has a section overB if and only if the
restriction of this family over every curveC ⊂ B has a section: since the fibers contain
rational curves, every pseudosection is a rational section, and every rational section is eve
defined. Similarly, we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 6.1. – Let B be a smooth variety, letA → B be an Abelian scheme overB
(i.e., a family of Abelian varieties overB), and letπ :T →B be a torsor forA → B. Thenπ is a
trivial torsor if and only if for every curveC ⊂ B, the restrictionTC → C is a trivial torsor for
AC → C.

Since torsors for an Abelian scheme are classified by étale cohomology with coefficie
the group scheme, we can rephrase Corollary 6.1 by saying that the map

H1
ét(B,A)→

∏
C⊂B

H1
ét(C,AC)

is injective. Note that the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem for Picard groups tells us that the
true if we replace the Abelian schemeA→ B by the commutative group schemeGm ×B → B.
It is an interesting question, for which other (possibly noncommutative) group schemes oB
does this hold.

7. Further questions and conjectures

In this section we will consider some questions and conjectures raised by Theorem 1.3
4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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7.1. Arithmetic question

For arithmetic questions related to rationally connected varieties, we refer the reade
6]. Let us just mention the following question which is an analogue of our main theore
the case of fiber dimension 1. LetK be a number field, letB be a smooth scheme defin
over K, and let π :X → B be a proper, smooth morphism of schemes whose geom
fibers are connected curves of positive genus. Suppose that for every number field ex
L/K, the induced mapping on rational pointsπ :X(L) → B(L) is surjective—we refer to
this property by sayingπ is arithmetically surjective. Does it then follow thatπ :X → B has
a section? We may also ask the same question when the geometric fibers ofπ are Abelian
varieties.

7.2. Possible extensions

We would like to take a moment here to discuss possible extensions of Theorem 1.3. T
with, we interpreted the theorem as stating that a family of varietiesπ :X → B such that every
one-parameter subfamily has a section has this property “by virtue of” the fact thatX contains
a family of rationally connected varieties. But the statement of the theorem asserts o
existence of a pseudosection inπ :X → B; it does not assert any direct connection between
sections ofXC → C over very general curvesC and the pseudosection. Accordingly, we co
ask the following.

Question7.1. – Does there exist a familyH′
d of curves onB, whose general member

smooth and irreducible, with the property that for any proper morphismπ :X → B of relative
dimensiond, for very general[C] ∈H′

d every section of the pullback

πC :XC = X ×B C → C

lies in a pseudosection ofπ :X → B?

One special case of this question is whenπ :A → B is an Abelian scheme over a smoo
varietyB. In this case we are asking whether we can find a family of curvesC ⊂ B such that for
a very general member of this family, the map

H0
ét(B,A)→ H0

ét(C,AC)

is surjective. So, in this case, the question above is anH0-analogue of theH1-interpretation of
Theorem 1.3.

7.3. Dependence on d

A simpler question is whether we can eliminate the dependence of the familyHd of curves
on d. The answer to this is “no”. Proving this is not so easy, and for full details the read
referred to [17]. Here we will just sketch an argument, since it may shed some light on ho
the size of the curves inHd have to grow withd.

Briefly, for anye we will write down families of hypersurfaces inPn parametrized byB = P2

with the property that their restriction to any curveC ⊂ P2 of degreee or less has a section
but which admits no pseudosections at all. To do this, letm andn be any integers; letPn be
projectiven-space with homogeneous coordinates[X0, . . . ,Xn] and letPN be the projective
space parametrizing hypersurfaces of degreem in Pn. LetX ⊂ PN ×Pn → PN be the universa
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE
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hypersurface of degreem in Pn; that is, the zero locus of the polynomial

F (a,X) =
∑

aIX
I

which is linear in the coordinatesaI on PN and of degreem in theXi. Finally, letP2 ↪→ PN be
a general map of the form

P2 νe−→ P(e+2
2 )−1 → PN

whereνe is a Veronese map of degreee and the second map is a general linear inclusion; an

π :X = P2 ×PN X → P2

be the pullback of the universal hypersurface toP2 via this inclusion.
Now assume that (

e + 2
2

)
= n + 1

and thatm is large. Consider the following two assertions:
• the restriction of the familyπ :X → P2 to any curveC ⊂ P2 of degreee or less has

a section; but
• the familyπ :X → P2 itself has no pseudosection.
The first of these assertions is straightforward to prove: under the inclusionP2 ↪→ PN , the

span of a curveC ⊂ P2 of degreee or less has dimension
(
e+2
2

)
− 2 = n − 1 or less. Thus the

hypersurfaces appearing as fibers of the restrictionXC → C of the familyπ :X → P2 to C are
all linear combinations ofn hypersurfacesG1, . . . ,Gn ⊂ Pn, and any point of intersection o
these hypersurfaces gives a section ofXC → C.

As for the second assertion, we will not prove it here, but we give a “plausibility argum
which suggests it is true. To begin with, a general fiber ofπ :X → P2 is a general hypersurfac
of degreem in Pn; by a result of Clemens [2], form large this will contain no rationa
curves. Thus to prove the second assertion we need only show thatπ :X → P2 has no rationa
sections.

Since rational sections overP2 are tricky to parametrize we will restrict to a general cu
C ⊂ P2 of degreee + 1, and present evidence that the restrictionXC → C has no section. To
do this, we start by counting the dimension of the family of sections of the productC × Pn

there are of a given degreek—that is, graphs of mapsC → Pn of degreek—and then estimatin
the number of conditions it imposes on such a section to require it lies on the hypers
XC ⊂ C × Pn. For the first, a mapC → Pn of degreek is given by a line bundleL of degree
k on C, together withn + 1 sections ofL up to scalars. The line bundles of degreek on C are
parametrized by the Jacobian ofC, which has dimension

g =
(

e

2

)
.

If k is large, moreover, each such line bundle will havek−g+1 global sections, so the dimensio
of the family of mapsC → Pn of degreek is

g + (n + 1)(k − g + 1)− 1 = (n + 1)(k + 1)− ng − 1.

Now we count how many conditions it is for the graph of such a map to lie inXC . This is
straightforward: when we pull the polynomialF (a,X) defining the universal hypersurface ba
4e SÉRIE– TOME 38 – 2005 –N◦ 5
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to C, the coefficients pull back to sections ofOC(e) and the coordinatesXi to sections ofL, so
that the pullback ofF is a section of the bundle

M = L⊗m ⊗OC(e).

The number of conditions for this section to vanish identically should thus be

h0(M) = deg(M)− g + 1 = km + e(e + 1)− g + 1

and the expected dimension of the family of sections ofXC → C of degreek is accordingly

(n + 1−m)k − (n− 1)(g − 1)− e(e + 1).

In particular, form large this is negative, suggesting that there should be no sections.
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